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The control of industry passes from the associated
producers to the individual merchant and to the com-
pany of Merchant Adventurers, or else to the State.
The Elizabethan Statute of Apprentices is not merely
' wages-and-hours legislation *; it is a national effort
to distribute according to national needs the whole
man-power of the community. The same line of thought
lay below the Elizabethan Poor Law, which was intended
to be no mere palliative, but a general measure of
reconstruction aimed at national prosperity. A man
had come to be considered as a ' national * and as an
individual, not as a ' municipal * and a ' craftsman'.
Thoroughly and of set purpose the newly risen ' State ',
working through the Crown and the Council, took upon
itself the burden of shaping commercial and industrial
policy. Tudorism was not formally democratic ; the
primary impulse had been to avoid chaos and to substi-
tute for the broken rule of custom the strong hand of
purposive centralized administration. But the Reforma-
tion, which carried in its doctrine of individual freedom
of choice the seeds of political democracy, did not create
in a single generation the atmosphere of political liberty,
It was not until those seeds had fallen on ground made
ready by Stuart despotism and Stuart folly that they
could fructify and grow.
The underlying philosophy of Tudor nationalism is
to be found in the writings of Francis Bacon, whose
first political treatise, Advice to Queen Elizabeth, was
written about 1585. His faith was rooted in a strong
monarchy, functioning in many ways. It must not
allow money or power to be concentrated in the hands
of the few, since ' money is like muck, not good except
it be spread'. Moreover, it must, if only in self-interest,
acknowledge its social responsibilities and work for
' the opening and well-balancing of trade, the cherishing

